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GLOBALONE PARTNERS WITH SAFETY LINE TO OFFER THE MOST
PRACTICAL SOLUTIONS TO PROACTIVE RISK MANAGEMENT

GlobalOne, the aviation consulting firm, is partnering with Safety Line, an innovative digital solutions
company, to offer aviation entities the most practical solutions to move into proactive safety management
and maximize safety benefits.
UPGRADE FROM A REACTIVE TO A PROACTIVE SAFETY MANAGEMENT
Given the significant increase in air traffic and complexity of aviation operations, international civil aviation
authorities (ICAO, EASA, FAA, etc.) as well as IATA have decided to rethink safety management and establish a new
safety strategy based on proactive risk management.
To support the transition from a reactive into both predictive and proactive safety management, authorities
require aviation organizations to implement a Safety Management System (SMS) to manage their risks and
compliance. Indeed, SMS allows a systemic and pro-active approach to identify, analyze and mitigate risk toward
enhanced safety.
The implementation of a SMS is then not only a way to comply with international regulation, but a strategic decision
that will enhance your ability to effectively manage your risks and guarantee the highest level of safety. Therefore,
having the right tool and the right support is crucial to help your organization accomplish the new safety standards.

CHOOSE THE BEST SMS PARTNERS
Safety Line and GlobalOne partner to offer the most practical solutions to these new Risk Management
requirements. This partnership combines GlobalOne’s aviation expertise with SafetyCube, the most proactive SMS
solution on the market, to be sure to have the perfect partners to help you design, implement and run your SMS
strategy.
Based on solid expertise in aviation and digital solutions, Safety Line has developed the most proactive SMS
solution. SafetyCube is designed to leverage your data to support your safety strategy. It is the only SMS that is able
to connect all your data to achieve continuous risk assessments using the dynamic BowTie technology. Evaluate
your overall risk level at all times to continuously improve your strategy and maximize safety.

GlobalOne consultants combine more than 95 years of expertise in the global aviation industry with a strong focus
on aviation safety. They offer continued support and comprehensive training to help you get the most out of
SafetyCube. Moving to proactive risk management requires a redesign of your safety strategy and safety
operations. Since GlobalOne has a comprehensive understanding of SafetyCube, they are the ideal partner to help
you perform these structural changes and establish the SMS strategy that will perfectly match your organizational
culture and operations.
TECHNOLOGY AND INDUSTRY COLLABORATION FOR ENHANCED SAFETY
Paul Goldson, CEO at GlobalOne said: "Safety and security, along with relevant management solutions will remain
the top priorities in the aviation world, both during and post COVID-19 challenges.”
Pierre Jouniaux, Founder and CEO of Safety Line said: “We are delighted to partner with GlobalOne. For years now,
Safety Management is shifting toward a more proactive way of managing risk which requires new tools, such as the
SafetyCube but also a new approach to safety management and support. If we really want to help our customer
redesign their risk management, we also need to help them change their safety mindset. Having GlobalOne on our
side allows us to jointly address this thanks to a winning combination of expert consulting and dedicated tools.”
About Safety Line:
Paris based Safety Line offers digital solutions that enable airlines and airports to leverage existing data for safer and more
efficient operations. The combination of a solid expertise in aviation associated with patented research in data science
applications allows Safety Line to offer uniquely innovative and practical solutions, with a focus on better managing risks and
reducing fuel and CO2 emissions.
Know more about Safety Line: www.safety-line.fr
Know more about SafetyCube: https://www.safety-line.fr/safetycube/
About GlobalOne Group:
GlobalOne Management Consultation LLC (GlobalOne) represents the culmination and the bringing together of the Principals’
numerous years of global experiences, spanning multiple areas of disciplines within the aviation industry. This brings together
the logistics of making certain that the aspects of Maintenance and Engineering, Flight Planning, Manpower allocation and the
requisite monitoring take place in an uninterrupted and unambiguous manner. Quality project management that does not
accept a “one size fits all” approach, GlobalOne has a global understanding of differences, and importantly, the need to be
culturally sensitive in effectively sharing the knowledge and experience we have gathered over the years. Where Quality and
Best Practices meet; GlobalOne delivers.
Know more about GlobalOne Group: www.globalonegroups.com
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